We propose a classi cation of measures enabling to compare fuzzy characterizations of objects, according to their properties and the purpose of their utilization. We establish the di erence between measures of satis ability, resemblance, inclusion and dissimilarity. We base our study on concepts analogous to those developed by A. Tversky for his general work on similarities.
Introduction
The comparison of descriptions of objects is a usual operation in many domains : psychology, analogy, physical sciences, image processing, clustering, deductive reasoning, case-based reasoning. This comparison is frequently achieved through a measure intended to determine to which extent the descriptions have common points or di er from each other. The measures of comparison have various forms 30], 8], 6], depending on the purpose of their utilization. In this paper, we address four kinds of measures of comparison : measures of satis ability, resemblance and inclusion which can be regarded as measures of similitude, and measures of dissimilarity. It is for instance possible to use measures of similitude in deductive reasoning to evaluate to which extent an observation satis es a given rule or in case-based reasoning to measure the resemblance between the characteristics of a known case and a new one.
The satis ability corresponds to a situation in which we consider a reference object or class and we decide if a new object is compatible with it or satis es the reference. This situation is typical in prototype-based reasoning, where the references are prototypes and a new object must be associated with one of them.
The inclusion also concerns a situation with a reference object and measures if the points common to A and B are important with regard to A. It can be used in database management systems to decide if a class is included in another one 19], 14]. The resemblance is used for a comparison between the descriptions of two objects, of the same level of generality, to decide if they have many common characteristics. This situation occurs naturally in a case-based reasoning system. It is also the basis of similarity logic 20], 9].
The dissimilarity between objects evaluates to which extent they are di erent. This quantity may be useful when, in the retrieval step of a case-based reasoning system, no case is su ciently similar to the new case. It is then interesting to be able to establish comparison with respect to di erences between descriptions, and to choose the least di erent case from the new one.
Many measures of comparison have been proposed and studied, generally in a given framework of application. We propose a general form for measures of comparison, enabling us to classify the main existing ones with respect to their properties and utilizations, and to suggest new quantities.
Comparison of fuzzy sets
We consider objects with imperfect descriptions, a ected with imprecisions and inaccuracies. We use the framework of fuzzy sets to represent such descriptions. Crisp sets representing precise and certain descriptions of objects will be regarded as particular cases of fuzzy sets.
Basic notions
For any set of elements, let F( ) denote the set of fuzzy subsets of , f A the membership function of any description A in F( ) and supp(A) = fx 2 =f A (x) 6 = 0g its support. The comparison of two fuzzy sets A and B de ned on a given universe takes into account the elements of the universe which belong, at least partly, to each of them.
Depending on the situation, we prefer to consider the elements which belong to A and not to B, to B and not to A, or to both of them. We take also into account the degree of membership of these elements to A and B and, nally, the weight of the part of the universe common to A and B or relevant to only one of them. We use the classical de nition of intersection : f A\B = min(f A ; f B ) to describe the elements belonging to A and B. We suppose that we are given a means of evaluating the weight of the elements
If the values of M are restricted to 0; 1], M is a fuzzy measure introduced by M. Sugeno 22] .
The following examples of fuzzy measures will be used in measures of comparison : Depending on the properties of G S , we obtain various measures of the proximity of two fuzzy sets. Since the order on F( ) induced by the inclusion of fuzzy sets is not total, a measure of similitude is insu cient to compare any pair of fuzzy sets A and B. Further, it can be useful to compare two fuzzy sets A and B more globally than by means of this order only. We introduce a less restrictive measure of similitude. In this paper, we shall restrict ourselves to the study of M-measures of comparison. Obviously, P1 and P2 are consequences of AF1. The \if" part of P2 is a particular case of the \if" part of P1. Their interest lies in the fact that this property of monotonicity is coherent with the monotonicity of the contrast model given by A. Tversky 25] .
The following properties are also direct consequences of axiom AF1, we mention them because they express the in uence of the three elements M(A \ These three properties can be interpreted as follows :
-for a given amount of information common to the descriptions A and B and a given amount of information contained in A and not in B, the smaller the information contained in B and not in A, the more A and B are alike.
-for a given amount of information contained in A and not in B and a given amount of information contained in B and not in A, the smaller the information common to the descriptions A and B , the more A and B are alike.
The relation given by A. Tversky Measures of similitude are still very general and we can identify three important classes of such measures. In the two rst ones, A is considered as a reference and B is compared to A. Thus, these measures are not symmetrical. In the third one, A and B have the same kind of status and none of them is a reference. Thus, this measure is symmetrical. 
Measures of satis ability

Measures of inclusion
The second family of measures of similitude we consider takes into account the notion of inclusion. Many applications need the use of measures of inclusion, which consider again a reference object A and looks at the characteristics of B which are common to A.
De nition 3.3 An M-measure of inclusion S on is an M-measure of similitude such that :
AF2 : F S (0; v; w) = 0 whatever v and w may be, AF5 -S is re exive AF6 -F S (u; v; w) is independent of v. We further assume that re exivity is a necessary property of a degree of inclusion, since it evaluates to which extent the part of B common to A lls up A and in the particular case where B = A, it reaches its maximum. Nevertheless, the re exivity property is not always required (see Kleene-Dienes implication for instance). 
Aggregation of measures of similitude
The chosen approach consists in establishing a comparison attribute by attribute (thus, a measure of comparison can correspond to each pair of attributes). We obtain as many values of comparison as there exists attributes. The step of aggregation of those values is then necessary. This approach is not Tversky's approach. Indeed, he suggests to compare objects globally even if he considers all the features of an object. A measure of similarity, in Tversky's axiomatic, should take features of objects into account once for all. Thus, a comparison of objects entails one value : the step of aggregation does not exist.
We suppose that a fuzzy measure M i and a di erence ? are de ned on every i , i 2 1; n]. We consider an M i -measure of similitude S i on i , i 2 1; n].
Let be a set of objects described by means of attributes de ned on sets 1 , -an object O is included in an object O 0 if and only if A i is included in B i for every i, The same kind of study can be extended to measures of resemblance, inclusion and dissimilarity.
Conclusion
We can see in Figure 3 the di erences existing among M-measures of comparison because of their multiple aspects.
The classi cation we propose covers most of degrees of comparison of fuzzy sets used in the literature. Some of them are excluded from this framework, because they have properties which do not seem natural, from our point of view. New quantities can be easily deduced by replacing the di erence ? 1 by another one, for instance ? 2 , and the currently used fuzzy measure by another one, already proposed or not.
Many extensions or utilizations of our work can be studied. For instance, properties of similarity together with dissimilarity can be used to obtain interval valued comparison measures. Applications in database retrieval, analogical reasoning, case-based reasoning sytems or image processing prove that some measures of comparison must be preferred to other ones for reasons speci c to the eld of utilization. 
